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Other roles where I am constantly aware of the importance of 
research integrity

• SWOG (Vice Chair, Translational Medicine)
• JAMA Oncology (Deputy Editor)
• 4 Clinical Trial Data Monitoring Committees

GCC Workshop: May, 2022



Research Integrity And Its Effects On 
Drug Development 

• Integrity of laboratory research and how this 
impacts clinical outcomes 
– The issue at hand

• The spectrum
– Why does this occur?
– What can we do to fix this?



Don’t Be Surprised if You Feel One or More 
of the Following Emotions After This Lecture

• Shocked
• Angry
• Embarrassed (Guilty?)
• Entertained
• Discouraged
• Reinvigorated 

– You don’t have to publish in CNS to have a successful career 
and more importantly, to make significant contributions!

• All of the above



Everything You Need to Know About 
Research Integrity From One Site

https://ori.hhs.gov/infographics





Sources of Information on Lapses in 
Research Integrity

• Retractionwatch.com
• PubPeer
• Leaders in the field

– Elizabeth Bik (twitter)
– Arturo Casadevall

• Office of Research Integrity





retractionwatch.com
COVID Retractions as of May 16, 2022

Total of 226, up from 
126 in May, 2021!!



PubPeer
The PubPeer Foundation is a California-registered public-benefit corporation with nonprofit 
status in the US. The overarching goal --- is to improve the quality of scientific research by 
enabling innovative approaches for community interaction---pubpeer.com is a service run 
for the benefit of its readers and commenters, who create its content. Our current focus is 
maintaining and developing the PubPeer online platform for post-publication peer review.

Not everything on PubPeer is fraud. Mistakes can be made, and corrected. 
Read the comments and decide for yourself.



Not Everyone on PubPeer is Evil

“Following the publication of this 
Article, it was brought to the attention 
of the Authors that a control for 
shRNA knock-down of Id2 in Fig. 2 
was a duplicated and reversed set of 
bands from another control in the 
Figure. The row of bands on the 
western blot for Id3 is the same blot 
for Id1 knock-down, but “flipped” 
horizontally. This does not change the 
conclusions of the manuscript. The 
authors have submitted a revised Fig. 
2, omitting this band, as they no 
longer have access to the reagents 
and cannot repeat this part of the 
experiment.”Gray…..Ellis

https://pubpeer.com/storage/imgur-Riab4HV.jpg




Scientific misconduct is more 
common in countries that 
reward authors with cash 

incentives.PLOS 2022



In Summary, Your Best, Most Concise, and Timely 
Resources on Data Integrity and Interesting Stories are….

Retraction Watch and PubPeer

• Retraction Watch
– Editors comment on retracted papers

• PubPeer
– Peers comment on papers (sometimes names 

disclosed, sometime not)
• Up to you to determine validity of “concerns”

Note: The US Office of Research Integrity has very limited and 
focused information limited to those found guilty of misconduct



Drug Development Failure Rates are 
Too High! (duh)

Khanna, Drug Disc Today,  2012

-On average, it costs 
over a billion dollars to 
take a drug through 
Phase III, and the time to 
do this is 13-15 yrs.
-To improve upon this 
dismal ~5% success 
rate, we must have more 
confidence in data from 
very early in the drug 
development process*

* A more recent publication 
listed this at ~3.5% for 
cancer

Waring, Nat Rev Drug Disc,  2015



Why Haven’t We Made Greater Strides in 
Treating Patients With Metastatic Disease?

• Perhaps the data leading to clinical trials are not 
as sound as they should be
– What is the cause of this?



Bob Radinsky, PhD
MDACC (1989-2000) Amgen (2000)

“Lee, do you realize that most of what’s published in 
academia cannot be reproduced?”

“Glenn Begley has been prospectively collecting this data from studies 
done at Amgen”

Glenn’s results: Only 6 of 53 (11%) studies could be reproduced



Reports on Issues With Data Reproducibility



The Prevalence of the Lack of Reproducibility 
in Recently Published Studies

Freedman et al. PLoS Biol, 2015 



Is Amgen’s Data on Data Reproducibility, Reproducible?

50/193 = 26% reproducibility rate



Nature Survey, May 2016



The Spectrum of Reporting Preclinical 
and Clinical Data

Honest     Sloppy       Selective Reporting     Falsification    Fabrication

Not all non-reproducible events are due to evil people

What are the consequences?
• Clinical trials that are bound to fail
• Wasted time and effort of investigators and trainees 
• A waste of money to try build on studies that are not sound
• Loss of confidence from our community



Freedman et al. PLoS Biol, 2015 



The Spectrum of Reporting Preclinical 
and Clinical Data

Honest     Sloppy       Selective Reporting     Falsification    Fabrication

• Inappropriate Stats
• Cell line contamination/drift
• Journals don’t like negative data

- Therefore, PIs don’t like negative data



Selective Reporting of Laboratory 
Studies

• Journals prioritize “positive” results
– If a drug works in 2 cell lines, and does not in 8, we only see 

the results on the 2 cell lines
• Students, post-docs, and faculty need publications for 

advancement
– “Publish or perish”
– In many labs, 2 trainees work on the same project competing 

with each other…guess who wins?
• Therefore, we tend to report only the “positive” data and 

ignore the negative data



We need reviewers and publishers to commit to publishing 
negative results in their journals. We need academic 
conferences to embrace honest discussions of failed 
experiments. We need funding agencies to support scientists 
who produce/report negative results. And, as scientists, we 
must acknowledge that all reliable studies should be reported 
(and accessible), irrespective of its outcome. 



The Spectrum of Reporting Preclinical 
and Clinical Data

The more difficult issue to address

Honest     Sloppy       Selective Reporting     Falsification    Fabrication

Let’s Talk About 
“Misconduct”



Do Investigators Intentionally Falsify 
or Fabricate Data?





Science Insider/AAAS August 6, 2014



Does Misconduct Occur in the Clinic?
Dr. Baggerly will “wow” you with his talk on this!!

Ivan Oransky
RetractionWatch.com

Dr. Anil Potti is an oncologist 
in Grand Forks, North 
Dakota. He is a Board Certified 
Medical Oncologist and Clinician and 
takes special interest in serving 
patients with blood and cancer 
problems. An alumnus of the 
University of North Dakota, he has 
received numerous awards like the 
Alpha Omega Alpha (AOA) Award, 
Resident of the Year Award and 
several Outstanding Teacher of the 
Year Awards. Presently, Dr. Potti
looks forward to dedicating his efforts 
to helping cancer patients and their 
families in this region. As he says, 
“sure, the weather may be cold, but 
the people sure are warm.”



What is the Impact of Retracted 
Clinical Papers on Patients?

• Retracted papers impacted an average of 2,600 patients/paper
• When papers were retracted for fraud, ~1,500 patients were impacted
***This does not take into account patients impacted by fraudulent or faulty preclinical studies!!



Famous Fraudulent Papers The 
Impacted Patient’s Lives!

• Breast cancer and bone marrow transplants
– Bezwoda et al. 1999 ASCO Annual Meeting

• Autism and vaccines
– Wakefield et al. 1998 The Lancet

• Stem cells and tracheal transplants 
– Macchiarini et al. Karolinska, The Lancet

Wikipedia provides great summaries



Vaccines and Autism
Wakefield, et al. Lancet 1998

•Wakefield did not conduct the study according to ethical standards for research.

•Wakefield lied in the Lancet paper when he wrote that the participating children were referred 
independently after being diagnosed with IBD or other major GI issues. In fact, many of the 
children were chosen specifically by Wakefield, and others were recruited with the help of the 
same lawyer who was paying him to conduct the study.

•Wakefield subjected vulnerable autistic and other developmentally challenged children to a 
variety of difficult GI tests, including colonoscopy and lumbar puncture (i.e., spinal tap), without 
any medical indication to benefit the children.

•Even before publication of the study, Wakefield was working on patenting his own version of a 
measles vaccine, which he would sell at a great profit as a supposedly “safe” alternative to the 
MMR vaccine. The father of one of the children in Wakefield’s study was a cofounder of the 
planned business that would market this product.

•Unrelated to the particular paper in question, the GMC panel also found that Wakefield had 
paid children at his own son’s birthday party £5 each so he could draw their blood for use in his 
research. He later joked about this during a lecture.
•And more including financial conflict of interest

https://badgut.org/information-centre/a-z-digestive-
topics/andrew-wakefield-vaccine-myth/



No Institute Is Immune!

Retraction Watch search

As PIs, we have to keep track of data in 
real time, not just when ready for 

submission to CNS. 



Retraction Watch Database:
MD Anderson Cancer Center and Retractions



An IRB Approved Survey Conducted at The 
MD Anderson Cancer Center

240 responses in 6 hrs
311 responses after 3 days

IRB Approved Protocol
PI: Len Zwelling, MD
Co-PI: Lee Ellis



Have You Ever Tried To Reproduce A Finding From 
A Published Paper And Not Been Able To Do So? 

Mobley at al. PlosOne 2013


Chart1

		Total

		Senior Faculty

		Junior Faculty

		Trainees



Yes, Tried to reproduce

% Yes

58.5

69.9

48.7

54.2



Sheet1

				Yes, Tried to reproduce

		Total		58.5

		Senior Faculty		69.9

		Junior Faculty		48.7

		Trainees		54.2

				To resize chart data range, drag lower right corner of range.







Driving Forces for Irreproducible Data 
(>90 respondents-Trainees Only)

• Were you ever pressured to publish findings of which you 
had doubt?
– 22%

• Have you noted pressure from a mentor to prove that his/her 
hypothesis was correct, even though the data you generated 
may not support the hypothesis?
– 31%

• Are you aware of mentors who require a high impact 
publication before a trainee can leave the lab?
– 49%

Mobley at al. PlosOne 2013



Selected Comments From the Survey
• crumbling of integrity and value - bean counters judging science by journal names -

institutional failure on dealing with alleged fraud.
• Everything here in US is screwed up. There is nothing to do other than move out. 

…. Who publishes more deserve respect, while others who are honest and cast 
doubt about their own results (or third party results) as condenmed. There is no way 
out. It is either join the "bright team" or be labeled as incompetent. 

• … my previous mentor and also our current neighbor lab PI push too much to 
produce best data all the time. .. sometimes it make trainee consider manipulates 
data only to escape from stress. Especially, many international trainees (postdoc) 
also have VISA issue. Thus, PI starts push them with visa issue trainees feel a lot 
of stress and eventually it make them can do whatever PI WANT.  

• From my experience, no one will help you if you stand up for what is right. ….The 
system is unfortunately broken …. 

• Pressure is ….from the job market and funding dynamics. The impact factor 
insanity is destroying science.   A small group of powerful editors and friends 
control everything. 



Population Characteristics (n=467)

Students 10.7%
Postdocs 89.3%

Cancer Biology 60.6%



Best Research Practices 

Take home points
• <50% of investigators verify cell lines at least every yr
• Just over half test for mycoplasma yearly
• < 20% of investigators perform blinded studies as a routine
• < 50% consult with a statistician 



Research Integrity and Reporting Transparency 



The Publication Process
• For 35% of participants, the revision process 

was >12 months for a high impact journal
• The cost of revision was >25K (40%) and 

>100K in 10%
• In 25% of those surveyed, the manuscript did 

not improve significantly after revision 
(in their opinion)

Comment in Pubpeer
The findings of this paper are not particularly surprising. But I thought the conclusions and discussion 
was solidly grounded in the evidence they found. Your supervisor can tell you all they like that your 
career advancement doesn't depend on your results as long as you do good work, but then you see the 
big weightings on publication record in your fellowship application and you know what the real deal is.  
Unfortunately as sensible as the conclusions are, I see the likelihood of their implementation any time 
soon as likely as my negative results getting into Nature.



The Erosion of Research Integrity: 
The Need For a Culture Change

• Integrity of laboratory research and how this 
impacts clinical outcomes 
– The issue at hand

• The spectrum
– Why does this occur?
– What can we do to fix this?



Causes of “Massaging” of Data
Trainees Faculty

Occurs when trainees have a strong mentor 
- trainees do not want to challenge the 
hypothesis of the mentor - sometimes this is 
cultural

- it is hard to challenge a mentor in the
US when English is a 2nd language

“Publish or Perish” has morphed into only 
getting recognition for pubs in CNS (Cell, 
Nature, Science) –
-Promotion and tenure for young faculty
-Endowed Chairs for established 
investigators

Need high impact publications to obtain a 
job (or many pubs)

Grants: Preliminary data (Biosketch) for 
subsequent grants – some institutes require 
faculty to bring in 90-100% of salary off of 
grants

Cannot leave that lab as a post-doc, or 
cannot complete thesis as a student, unless 
you have a high impact publication

Stature and gratification 
(human nature)

Financial gain: 
Patents and sublicensing



Nature Survey, May 2016



Let’s Talk About 
High Impact Publications 

and “Impact Factor Mania”

And what this does to our culture!



Quote to a Post-Doc From a 
Successful Physician Scientist

“You are nothing unless you 
publish in CNS!”



mBio 2014

“…associating the value of research with the journal 
where the work was published rather than the content of 
the work itself. The mania is causing profound distortions 
in the way science is done that are deleterious to the 
overall scientific enterprise.”



The higher the impact 
factor, the higher the 

retraction index 
(also in the New York Times)

PNAS, 2012

Fang and Casadevall
Infection and Immunity, 2011



www.theguardian.com



Final, Final Comment on Impact 
Factor Mania

Strive for Nature
But Don’t Lie or Die for Nature

(or compromise your ethics)



The Erosion of Research Integrity: 
The Need For a Culture Change

• Integrity of laboratory research and how this 
impacts clinical outcomes 
– The issue at hand

• The spectrum
– Why does this occur?
– What can we do to fix this?



Overall, We Need to Be Kinder as 
Reviewers, Mentors, and Editors

• Research can be challenging when we are seeking 
significant gains in knowledge!
• And sometimes, the unexpected findings may be the most 

interesting findings! 
• We should not torture our trainees to the point where 

they “massage” data in order to satisfy the PI, have a 
paper published in a high impact journal, or both!

• PIs need to implement best research practices and not 
just expect a CNS paper to land on your desk
• PIs should have updates and input from start to finish.



May, 2022

Are We Doing Enough to Punish Those Who Violate Our Trust?
What are the consequences of being found guilty of misconduct?

2021
3 cases

2022
5 cases 
so far

And, in 2021, there was a case 
of misconduct in the TMC!



Most Common ORI Actions
• Retract paper(s)
• Have research supervised for 3 yrs
• No service on committees for 2-3 yrs
• Most can still receive NIH funding

• For those found guilty of fraud, we must have a punishment that fits 
the crime.

• What is the deterrent for such behavior?
• Indeed, the entire system needs an overhaul, but let’s start with 

making outright fraud something that can be deterred by tough 
punishment and prohibits this person from ever having the chance 
to do this again.

- This is, of course, even more important for clinical fraud



The Primary Inquiry Rests With Your NIH Funded Institution
What the Office of Research Integrity Does

• Implements PHS regulations requiring institutions to respond 
to allegations of research misconduct

• Assures institutions requesting PHS funds have mechanisms 
in place to deal with allegations of research misconduct

• Provides assistance and guidance to institutions
• Can perform own investigation
• Leaves primary responsibility with the individual institutions
• Institutional Research Integrity Officer 

-MDACC: W. Plunkett



Mechanism for Addressing Misconduct
Is Institutional Dependent

• Allegations may be brought to Department Chair, 
Division Head, or to the Provost and Executive Vice 
President (EVP)

• Provost & EVP and Research Integrity Officer (RIO) will 
assess the allegations

• Information-gathering and initial fact finding. 

– Conducted by an Inquiry Panel of at least 3 faculty chosen by 
Provost & EVP and the Res Integrity Officer.

Bill Plunkett, PhD



“….you’ve uncovered a thorny problem in 
academia—selfishness. In moments of weakness or 
at the extremes, this creates an undertow away from 
integrity in science and public health. This is the 
single biggest limitation in our field,…..”
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